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PRIMER : Student Worksheet
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION TO BASIC ACCOUNTING CONCEPTS





At its core, this method differs from traditional accounting by including what we typically don’t account 









The basic equation of conventional accounting:
____________________ - ____________________ = _________________ (also known as profit)
CHATPER 2: DIGGING DEEPER INTO ACCOUNTING FOR COSTS AND BENEFITS
Costs come in two broad categories, 
______________________ and 
______________________.   








When a company does not include all of the costs associated with their product or service in the price, 




What type of accounting  allows a company to consider the full cost of their goods or services, as 














Important Questions:  Please provide thoughtful responses, use the student responses in the Primer to 
help you think this important questions through.
















CHAPTER 3: SUSTAINABILITY AND THE FCA TOOLKIT













Provide a definition for each tool in the toolkit
















What market based considerations allow Patagonia to put a strong emphasis on sustainability as an 




Why, do you think, the issue of CFCs was addressed with a policy solution rather than a market based 
one?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
